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INEXACTNESS AND EXPLANATION*
D. H. MELLOR
PembrokeCollege, CambridgeUniversity
The paper**discusses the problems raised by the inexactnessof experiential concepts
for a deductivist account of theoretical explanation. The process of theoretical explanation is explicated in terms of the devising of exact forms of inexact concepts.
Analysis of the adjustments of concepts and their exact forms to each other reveals an
implicit criterion of adequacy for theories which is related to the principle of connectivity.

This paper aims to clarify the problems which the inexactness
1. Introduction.
of concepts of experience raises for a deductivist account of theoretical explanation.
The analysis suggests that the nature of these problems has been misunderstood and
their magnitude overestimated. It is not that the deductivist account is incorrect
as far as it goes, but rather that it needs supplementing by a regulative criterion of
adequacy for scientific theories.
Section 2 displays the problem by expounding briefly an anti-deductivist argument
based on the notion of inexactness. Section 3 uses a simple example to illustrate the
situation in which theoretical explanation is called for and expresses this in terms
of a revised form of the analytic/synthetic distinction. In section 4, the process of
theoretical explanation is explicated as that of devising exact forms of an inexact
concept by selecting analytic statements in its law cluster and using them to define
an exact form of it. Section 5 elaborates further on the relation between a concept
and its exact forms, discusses the sources of analyticity in members of a law cluster
and relates this to the problem of how much a theory can be modified before it is
in effect rejected. Section 6 considers in more detail the processes of theoretical
reconstruction considered as a matching of exact forms and inexact concepts, and
extracts a regulative criterion of adequacy for scientific theories. This criterion is
shown to be related to the principle of connectivity and is illustrated by a couple
of examples.
The following argument is advanced
2. Inexactness and theoretical explanation.
in slightly different terminology by K6rner ([5], chaps 2, 12), against a deductivist
account of the theoretical explanation of experience. It is based on the notion that the
concepts of deductive theories are necessarily exact, while the concepts of experience
are necessarily inexact.
The inexactness of a concept shows itself in an uncertainty as to what is to count
as an instance of it. For example, some things are clearly chairs, and others are clearly
not; these are called respectively positive and negative instances of the concept 'chair'.
But of some things it may not be at all clear whether they are to count as chairs or not:
*
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for example,a short sofa, a stool, or a bench; these areneutralcandidatesto the concept.
A concept is inexact if and only if neutral candidatesto it may exist. A concept of
experience is always inexact because there can always be items of experience which
we cannot agree to classify either as positive or as negative instances of the concept.
Such items are neutral candidates, and thereforethe concept is inexact.
On the other hand, the concepts in any deductive system must be exact. Classical
two-valuedlogic requireseverythingto be either a positive or a negative instanceof a
concept. Consequently,in devising a deductive theory about a concept of experience,
any neutralcandidatesto the concept must be assigned one way or the other in order
to generate a suitably exact concept. This step, from an inexact to an exact concept,
is evidently a matterof choice or of a more or less arbitraryrule: it is clearly not itself
deductive. The same is true of the step from an exact to an inexact concept that must
be made in applying a theoreticallyderivedconclusionto experience.
However few neutral candidates are, in fact, found to a concept, this logical gap
persists between the deductive scientific theory and its experiential subject matter.
Thus, it is argued, any theory is an idealisation, rather than a generalisation,of
experience, and its application to experience inevitably requires a non-deductive
inference. Consequently, the deductivist account of theoretical explanation is incorrectat least in empiricalscience.
3. Theoretical Explanation- an example. In orderto assess the above argument,
we must consider more carefully just how the inexactness of a scientific concept
poses a problem which is resolved by theoretical explanation. Consider by way of
illustration the following instance of what Quine ([12] chapter 4) calls a 'vague'
concept, namely that of the concept 'tributary'as applied to the branches of a river.
Suppose that there are two firmly accepted general statements about tributaries:
L1: ca tributary is the shorter of two river branches'
L2: ca tributaryhas the smaller volume flow of two river branches'
It will be seen that this is a situation, arising from inexactness,typical of those which
demandtheoreticalexplanation.But before investigatingwhy this is so, it is necessary
to elaborateon just what the situation is supposed to be.
In what follows, repeated references will be made to statements being firmly
accepted, terms being used, concepts being taken to have such characteristicsas
exactnessor inexactness.Now these are alwaysto be understoodin the senses of being
accepted, or used, or taken to have such characteristics,by some linguistic group,
which may rangefrom the English-speakingcommunityat largeto the set of practitioners of a particularscience who are versed in its peculiarterminology.
It does not follow from this that members of such a group cannot be mistaken in
their judgement that a certain statement is firmly accepted, that a term is used in a
certain way, that a concept is exact or otherwise. Individual members are subject to
correction, e.g. in the use of a term, by a general consensus. Any member (or nonmember) of the group may become rightly convinced that the group has been misdescribingits own practice:that, for example, a concept which members of the group
describeas exact is in fact treatedby it as inexact. To say that it is the group'streatment
of a concept as inexactthat makesit so is not to conferupon any membersof the group
an exclusive and infallibleinsight into what that treatmentis.
In particular,to say that L1 and L2 are firmly accepted by a linguistic group is not
to say that any or all membersof the group could not be mistakenin supposing them
to be firmly accepted.Still less is it to say that any or all membersof the group could
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not be mistaken in supposing a river branch, a, to be a tributary on the grounds
that it is the shorterof two river branchesand has the smallervolume flow. However
firmly L1 and L2 are accepted as providing the sole criteriafor applying the concept
'tributary', the group may simply be wrong in supposing a to be the shorter or to
have the smallervolume flow, and hence in supposinga to be a tributary.
Now it will be shown in the next section that a neutral candidate to the concept
'tributary'is just a river branch which is the shorter but does not have the smaller
volume flow (or vice versa).It follows thereforethat the group can be wrong in supposing a to be a neutral candidate,just as they can be wrong in supposing it to be a
positive instance. Whether or not a is a neutral candidate is a matter of fact, independent of the group's convictions on the subject. It is necessary to emphasise this
to forestallthe easy but fallaciousinferencefrom the previous section that something
is a neutral candidateto a concept if and only if it is taken to be so by the linguistic
group employing the concept.
However,the possibility,as opposedto the particularexistence,of neutralcandidates
is certainly guaranteedby the group's firm acceptance of the two apparentlyindependent statementsL1 and L2. It remains, in this section, to justify postulating this
situation of concepts of experience, and then to show how it gives rise to a problem
of theoreticalexplanation.Then the next section will show how the resolutionof such
a problem involves constructingexact forms of inexact concepts.
I shall call a concept that providesmaterialfor theoreticalexplanation'explainable'.
An explainableconcept of experience, in short, a scientific concept, must enter into
a numberof firmlyacceptedgeneralstatementsconnectingit with other such concepts.
Thus the concept 'tributary'is connected by L1 and L2, with concepts of length and
volume flow. As this and the following sections will show, it is these statementsthat
a theory is primarily invoked to explain.
Now while this condition characterisesa scientific concept as explainableit does
not characteriseit as being experiential. It is not contended that all experiential
concepts are explainable, still less that being experiential can be defined as being
explainable. It may readily be shown that any such definition would be circular.
Suppose, for example, the 'tributary'is agreed to be an experientialconcept because
L1is firmlyaccepted.That is, 'tributary'can be appliedto items of experiencebecause
of its connection with the concept C1, 'shorterthan the other river branch', which,
being itself experiential, can be so applied. Thus one of two river branches being
shorter than the other is a criterion for its being a tributary. But then one may ask
what the criterion is for applying C1 to river branches, i.e. how we can know that
C1 is a concept of experience? And any answer invoking a further firmly accepted
general statement about C1 connecting it with yet another experiential concept C2
will simply beg the same question about the experientialcharacterof C2. And so on.
It is clear that any such chain of criteria must terminate in a concept for whose
applicationto experiencethere need be no general criterion, a concept which can be
knownto be experientialwhetheror not generalstatementsaboutit arefirmlyaccepted,
i.e. whether or not it is explainable.It seems plausible, although it is not essential
to the argument,to suggest that such 'primitive'experientialconcepts are those most
directly appliedto human sense experience,e.g., as conceptsof colour, pitch, warmth,
taste. It is ultimatelyfrom their general connectionswith such concepts as these that
scientific concepts derive their experiential character.The former concepts are, of
course, inexact, in that neutralcandidatesto them alwaysarise at the limits of sensory
discrimination. This is indeed, in turn, the source of the inexactness of scientific
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concepts, and of the resultant conflicts of criteria which are resolved by theoretical
explanation.
On the other hand, to say that some concepts of experience need not enter into
general statements is not to say that any do not or cannot. To say, for example, that
our experience of colours, the correct application of such a concept as 'blue', does
not presuppose the firm acceptance of general statements containing the concept,
is not to preclude such firm acceptance or to deny the possibility of theoretical explanation of the experience of colour vision. There may well be incurious language
groups that, not desiring theoretical explanation of their experience, do not connect
their concepts in general statements. To ignore as I shall the non-scientific linguistic
behaviour of such groups is neither to deny them experiential concepts nor to admit
that their, or any, experiential concepts are necessarily unexplainable.
Taking, then, 'tributary' to be a typically explainable concept of experience, it
remains to justify postulating that it enters into more than one firmly accepted general
statement. The justification is that, ifL1 were the only firmly accepted general statement
about tributaries, the term 'tributary' would be idle. The statement,
S: 'a is a tributary'
would entail neither more nor less than the statement
SC: 'a is shorter than the other river branch'.
The concepts 'tributary' and C1, 'shorter than the other river branch', would be
identical. The existence of a distinct term 'tributary', whose correct use is felt to call
for theoretical explanation not called for by that of 'C1', implies that the term is
taken to denote a distinct concept. Hence it must in particular be legitimate to draw
some inference from S that may not be drawn from SI .
Now a term can clearly be introduced by an abbreviative definition to denote an
explainable concept of experience, and if L1 were the only firmly accepted statement
about tributaries, the term 'tributary' would be such a term. But then the impression
that the concept denoted in this case enters into only one firmly accepted general
statement, namely that giving the definition of the term, is illusory. For the concept
denoted by the term 'tributary' in this case is C1, and for C1 to be a distinct concept
it must itself enter into more than one other firmly accepted general statement, or
that statement would in turn be merely definitional of the term 'C1'. Given that C1
is a distinct concept (and if it is not, we proceed down the chain of definitions until
we arrive at one that is, which both the terms 'tributary' and 'CC' denote), then by
virtue of Ll the term 'C1' may be replaced by the term 'tributary' in the sentences
making each of the firmly accepted general statements containing C1. Thus the
concept 'tributary' does enter into more than one firmly accepted general statement,
namely those containing the identical concept C1 .
Thus if a term denotes an explainable concept of experience at all, that concept
enters into more than one firmly accepted general statement. Suppose for simplicity
that there are only two, and that these are L1 and L2 . In scientific practice, of course,
any concept enters into not just two firmly accepted general statements but into a
whole 'law cluster' of them (Putnam [9], p. 379). But the point essential to this argument is that there must be at least two members of a law cluster. The tributary example
will thus serve as a legitimate illustration of more complex and realistic cases.
Then the inference that may legitimately be drawn from S, that may not be drawn
from S1, clearly leads to the statement S2: 'a has a smaller volume flow than the
other river branch'. This inference is validated by the firm acceptance of the statement
L2. Now for S2 not to follow also from S , the firm acceptance of L1 must be taken
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not to require the firm acceptanceof L2. In this sense, we may say that L1 is taken
not to entail L2. By repeating the above argument with 'L1', 'S1,', and L2%,'S2,
interchanged,we may similarlyconclude thatL2 is taken not to entailL1 .
Thus for a term such as 'tributary' to denote a scientific concept presupposes
that at least two logicallyindependentgeneralstatementsabout it are firmly accepted.
The converse, of course, does not follow: for the concept to be scientific further
obvious constraints must be placed on the statements. For example they must be
publicly testable and in particular neither statement may serve merely to define,
completely or partially, any of the other concepts in it. The problem of how these
further requirements, implicit in the above discussion of such concepts, may be
knownto be satisfiedin any particularcase is not immediatelyrelevant.I shall therefore
assume that any illustrativestatements, such as those cited about tributaries,in fact
meet the requirements.If this is disputed,it sufficesto supposethe illustrationchanged
to one that is not in dispute.
It remains to show how the problem of theoretical explanation is posed by the
situation postulatedin the tributaryexample. The first point to note is that L1 and L2
are taken to be statementsof equivalence,not just of implication,as is clear from the
discussion of their providing criteria for applying the concept "tributary'.That is,
the statement
S: 'a is a tributary'
but
to be entailed by,
is taken not only to entail,
S1: 'a is shorterthan the other river branch'.
The second is that these statements of equivalence are not just statements of fact
about independently defined tributaries. These are the only firmly accepted general
statements about tributaries. The force of 'firmly accepted' is that the normal use
of the term 'tributary'requires acceptanceof (and for simplicity we have supposed
only of) L1 and L2 (Quine [10], p. 270). In other words, the truth of L1 and L2 follows
from the meaning of the term 'tributary'.We may put this by saying that L1 and L2
state analytic, rather than synthetic, truths about tributaries.The sense of 'analytic'
here is not that an analytic statementwould never be rejectedwhateverthe linguistic
group's subsequent experience of river branches (Quine [11] chapter 2), but rather
that such a rejectionwould be taken to entail abandonmentof the concept 'tributary',
and a sizeable reconstructionof the group's conceptualscheme (Grice and Strawson
[3]). Neither L1 nor L2 would be rejected as being simply false of the same concept,
as a synthetic statementcould be.
The terms 'analytic', 'synthetic', will hereafterbe used in this sense, to mark the
distinction between those statements which do, and those which do not, require a
sizeable reconstructionof the conceptual scheme when they are rejected. While a
judgement as to the size of a reconstructionmust clearly be based on comparison
of the group's usage before and after the rejectionof the statement, it of course does
not follow that a reconstructionis sizeable if and only if it is explicitly avowed to be
so by the group. This is merely to develop the point made at the beginning of this
section: if a group can misdescribe its own usage, it can misdescribe changes in its
own usage.
I assume, in drawing this distinction, that there is a general reluctance to make
sizeable changes in a conceptual scheme, so that analytic statements will be less
readily rejected in the fact of experiencethan synthetic statements. This is the point
of saying that L1 andL2, being analytic,are firmly accepted.I do not assume that the
size of a reconstruction,and hence the analyticityof a statement, will be agreedin all
4
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cases. Nor, obviously, do I assume that a statement, if analytic, can always, or ever,
be knownto be so before it is rejectedand the conceptualconsequencesof its rejection
become clear. It seems to me that, made with these qualifications,this modest application of the analytic/syntheticdistinction is immune to the current controversyover
its more detailedsignificance,given merelywhat is obviouslytrue, that some statements
are more firmly accepted than others, and more central to the group's conceptual
scheme.
The problem posed in the tributary example, which calls for theoretical explanation, may now be put very simply:
StatementsL1 and L2 are both taken to be analytic statements about tributaries,yet,
as has been shown above, they are also taken to be logically independent.
The statement
S1: ea is shorter than the other river branch'
is taken to entail the statement
S: 'a is a tributary'
and "S" is taken to entail the statement
S2: 'a has a smaller volume flow than the other river branch',
yet S1 is taken not to entail S2 .
This lack of transitivity of entailment implicit in the group's usage will become
unacceptable, through the precariousnessof the inferences based on it, if there are
in fact any substantialnumber of neutral candidatesto the concept 'tributary'.Then
the group's experienceof river branches,if it is of any pragmaticimportanceto them,
will need to be expressed in a more adequate linguistic structure. The problemis
resolvedby constructinga deductivetheoryof tributariesin which one of L1 and L2 is
takento define'tributary'and the otheris derivablefrom, and henceentailedby, it. This,
I assume, is what comprises the process of theoretical explanation. Its connection
with inexactness is the subject of the next section.
4. Theoretical explanation and exactness. That the process of resolution and
theoretical explanationreferredto above is that of transforming'tributary' from an
inexact to an exact concept may be seen very readily. If we replace the sentences
expressing S1 and S2 by their correspondingsentential functions,
S1(x): 'x is shorter than the other river branch',
S2(x): 'x has a smaller volume flow than the other river branch',
the
of the concept 'tributary'may be clearly expressed. A positive
inexactness
then
instance of the concept is a river branch which satisfies both S1(x) and S2(x), i.e.
of which the statementsmade by the sentences derivedfrom S1(x), S2(x) by substituting for 'x' the name of the tributaryare both true. (Tarski, [21], p. 63). Similarly, a
negative instance of the concept is a river branch which satisfies neither S1(x) nor
S2(x).

Now, given that the statementsL1 andL2 are originally,i.e. pre-theoretically,taken
to be logically independent, it is possible for a particularriver branchto be correctly
described as satisfying S1(x) but not S2(x), or vice versa.It is not, however, possible
cogently to assert or to deny that such a river branchis a tributary,since drawingthe
inferences sanctioned by the analyticityof L1 and L2, would then lead to a contradiction. Such a river branch is therefore a neutral candidate to the concept. The
possibility of such neutral candidates,which is guaranteedby the independence of
L1 and L2, is just what constitutesthe inexactnessof the concept.
Then the process of constructing a deductive theory, in which one of L1 and L1
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is taken as defining the concept, is just that of adopting a rule for assigning neutral
candidates as positive or negative instances of an exact form of the concept. (It is
convenient, to avoid ambiguity, to refer rather to exact forms of a concept, itself
normallyunderstoodto be inexact,than to distinct,but corresponding,exact concepts.)
The adoptionof L1 as a definitionproduces an exact form of which all neutral candidates satisfyingS1(x) arepositiveinstances,and the other neutral candidates negative
instances. Similarly, the adoption of L2 produces anotherexact form of which all and
only neutral candidates satisfying S2(x) are positive instances. Thus the inexact
concept 'tributary' has two exact forms. Scientific concepts in general, whose law
clusters of independent analytic statements contain more than two members, have
correspondinglymore exact forms. An exact concept may, by contrast, be defined
as a concept having only one exact form, of which it has been shown above that there
are no scientific instances.
It might now be objected that the description given, of the process of rendering
a concept amenable to deductive logic by producing an exact form of it, has been
grossly oversimplified,and that at best what emerges is a concept that is somewhat
less inexact. Now the assumption, that the difference between an inexact concept
and an exact form of it is one of kind and not one merely of degree, is made in taking
L1andL2 as single statements.This might well be questionedin turn, on the strength
of the inexactness of the other concepts contained in these statements.'
For example, in assertingL1, I tacitly assume that it makes no differencewhether
the length of a river branchis measuredalong one or other of its banks, or along the
centre of the stream. Yet this is only contingentlytrue.
Consider the statements
L
'A tributary is that one of two river branches which is the shorter measured
along the bank',
L1': 'A tributary is that one of two river branches which is the shorter measured
along the centre of the stream'.
Then it is entirely possible for a river branch to be the shorter measured along the
bank, but not the shortermeasuredalong the centre of the stream. Such a riverbranch
is a neutralcandidateto the concept 'shorterriver branch'.This concept, accordingly,
is inexact, and constructing a deductive theory would require the adoption of an
exact form, not of a tributary as being the shorter river branch, but as being, say,
the shorter along the bank.
Now it should be clear that it is not just a defect in the particularexample, that the
statements L1 and L2 happen to presuppose contingent correlations.If that were all,
then a false assumption that L1 and L2 are single statements could be justified as
illustrating the general case, in which no such presuppositionis made. But the objection seems quite general. The concepts in any statementlike L1 and L2 are inexact
and to this extent its status as a single statement suitable for defining an exact form
is questionable.In particular,the statementL1 itself presupposesthat a river branch
that is the shorter measured along one bank is also the shorter measured along the
other bank, and this is only contingently true. Further, just how far up either bank
the measuring device should be placed is not specified, and this in turn could make
a difference.
Consequently, however far the refinement of theoretical definitions is carried,
it would seem that one never reachesan exact form. Any given contingent correlation
1 I am indebted to Dr J. W. N. Watkinsfor raisingthis point.
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whose assumption is a source of inexactness in the concept can be exposed, but
others always remain. This, it could be argued, does not make the construction of
deductive theories pointless, but it does show that the process is one merely of
reducing the inexactness of a concept, never of eliminating it entirely.
This objectionhas considerableforce, and serves at least to show that no deductive
systematisationof science can be known to be final. What is taken at one time to be
an exact form of a concept may later, under the pressure of experience, come to be
taken as itself an inexact concept in need of further analysis. But it does not follow
from this that the differencebetween an exact form and an inexact concept is only
one of degree. From the fact that any contingently true assumptionembedded in the
conventions of a languagecan be questioned, it does not follow, and is not true, that
they can all be questioned at once. What is being studied is the process of resolving
a particularquestion in a context in which other possible questions are not being
asked. Now all this is clearly relative to the language group in question. Whether
or not a concept is inexact or a form of it is exact is determinedby the linguistic usage
of the group. An analytic statement, in the sense of 'analytic' outlined above, can
therefore convey a contingent truth.
In particular,the statementL1 can properlybe taken as a single statement, because
the admittedly contingent truth which it presupposes is expressed in a statement
which is taken to be analytic, namely:
'One of two river branches is the shorter measured along the bank if and only if
it is the shortermeasuredalong the center of the stream.'
In other words,L1'andL1' are not logically independent, because, unlike L1 and L2X
they are not so treated. Consequently the correspondingentailment does not lack
transitivity, and the simultaneous acceptanceof L1' and L1' does not pose a problem
of scientific explanation. That it might pose a problem of scientific explanation is
true, but irrelevant.This is the justificationfor drawinga distinction of kind between
exact forms and inexact concepts and for taking the tributary example as stated to
illustratethe generalproblem of scientific explanation.
5. Choosing exact forms of concepts. There are two exact forms of the concept
'tributary',obtainedby choosingL1or as the theoreticaldefinitionby which neutral
candidatesare assigned as positive or negative instances. Any given neutral candidate
will be assigned as a positive instance by one definition and as a negative instance
by the other. Consequently,the extension of the exact form, the set of things to which
it, and hence the theory containing it, applies, is determined by the choice of
definition.
The sense in which choosing a definition to get an exact form is arbitraryis that,
clearly, nothing in the group's experience of branched rivers can make them choose
one definition rather than the other. The choice is governed, if at all, not by the
group's experience, but by the particulartheory of tributaries in which the exact
form occurs. One theory may prescribeone definition, one exact form; a new theory
may prescribethe other. Then, on a change of theory, the extension of the accepted
exact form of the concept, the correctuse and hence the meaningof the term, 'tributary', as it occurs in science, will be changed.
But a definition must be chosen from among the analytic statements that are
membersof the concept'slaw cluster,and whetheror not a statementis such a member
is, in part at least, determinedby the group's experience.As more is discoveredabout
river branches, more statements about tributaries become firmly accepted which
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theories of tributaries must explain, and the term 'tributary' denoting the inexact
concept changes in use and hence in meaning.
It remains thereforeto investigatethe relation between the exact form and inexact
concept, and to determine the parts which theory and experience respectively play
in the meaning of the term 'tributary'.In the previous section the term 'law cluster'
was used to denote the set of firmly accepted independent statements which are
analytic to a given concept. It will now be convenient, and more consonantwith the
original use of the term (Putnam, [9] p. 379), to extend it to include those statements
about the concept which, while accepted, are not so firmly accepted as to be taken
as analytic. (See also Bergmann,[1], p. 275). In these terms, the problem is to give
an accountof how a memberof the law clusterbecomesanalytic,and hence a candidate
for definitionalstatus, and what the significanceof this transitionis.
There is a great diversity of reasons for selecting some statements from the law
cluster of a scientific concept to define an exact form of it. It is neither possible nor
desirable here to attempt a full analysis, which would require the detailed citing of
specific examples. But the generalpoint may be made, that the sources of analyticity
in a member of a law cluster are partly empirical,partly theoretical.
On the one hand, a statement tends to be taken as analytic as it becomes highly
confirmedby experiencewhich the group finds it pragmaticallyimportantto account
for. The explicationof this process I take to be the task of confirmationtheory. The
problemof detachmentin inductive logic, i.e. of the point at which a sufficientdegree
of probabilityor confirmationleads to unqualifiedacceptanceof a statement,becomes
in these terms the problem of the degree of confirmationrequiredfor a statement's
being taken to be analytic.
But then it becomes clear that the answer to this question cannot be given by
confirmationtheory alone, since instantial confirmation is evidently not the only
source of analyticity in statements. A statement may be firmly accepted as a matter
of decision, because it has been made centralto a theory to which there is no obvious
alternative.This is the legitimatepoint that has been overstressedby conventionalists.
It is necessaryto emphasisethat centralityto an irreplaceabletheory only contributes
to the firm acceptanceof a statement in so far as the theory is also indispensable.
In other words, the experience for which the theory accounts must itself be taken
to be of sufficient pragmatic importance to require theoretical explanation. Consequently a conventionalist account of scientific statements that attends exclusively
to the theoreticalsources of analyticityis as inadequateas an empiricist account that
entirely ignores the element of convention.
Now it is evident, as was suggested in the previous section, that the assignment
of a particularmember of a law cluster to either the analytic or synthetic category
cannot always be made. It needs perhaps to be emphasisedthat in scientific practice
there is often little point in making the assignment, and that the limited use of the
analytic/syntheticdistinctionin science mitigatesits difficultyof application(Putnam,
[9], p. 364; Grice and Strawson,[3], p. 158).
It is, for example, often not importantto a group of scientists to decide whether a
change in a theory generates a new conceptual scheme or not. As an elementary
instance, consider the question of whether modifying a simple kinetic theory of gases
by ascribinga finite diameterto the particles changes the conceptualscheme or not.
Has the statement that the gas particles have zero extension been rejected as simply
false? If so, it was a synthetic statementwithin one kinetic theory, of which there is
now another variant. Or is the having, or not having, a finite extension so central
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to the concept 'particle' that one must describe the modificationas giving rise to a
new theory, about a quite different kind of entity, which it is quite misleading to
call a particle. In other words, in rejecting the statement, is one really rejecting a
conceptual scheme to which the statement is analytic?
This example seems to me to show that, while the analytic/syntheticdistinction
as it is here drawn may be of little importance within science, it has considerable
importancefor the philosophertrying to account for the scientist's descriptionof his
own activity. The scientist, working with the new kinetic theory, need not concern
himself with whetherit modifiesor replacesthe old theory,but this question nevertheless raises fundamentalissues in the philosophy of science.
In particular,the question of the analyticityof statements in the law cluster of a
concept, of which there is a theory, is intimatelyrelated to the question of the extent
to which a theory can be saved by modifying it. How large, how important, does a
modificationhave to be before it must be counted, not as saving the theory, but as
tantamount to rejecting it and replacing it with another? Given that the thesis of
extreme conventionalismis descriptivelyfalse, i.e. that there is a point beyond which
modification of any theory is taken by a group of scientists as tantamount to its
rejection,then it is clearly a legitimatequestion to ask where this point lies. The correspondingquestion in the terms of this paper is that of deciding when an exact form
is of one concept ratherthan of another.The discussionand furtherillustrationof this
problem is the object of the next section, in which the relations between a concept
and its admissibleexact forms are furtherexamined.
6. Exact forms and adequate theories. The interactionbetween the two sources
empirical and theoretical-of analyticity in a scientific statement may be brought
out in the following way. As confirmingand infirmingexperience is accumulatedthe
membership of a law cluster, and of its sub-set of analytic statements, changes. We
may describe this process as a change in the inexact concept, or in the empirical
meaningof the term used to denote both it and its exact forms. Similarly,the development and modificationof the theory of the concept, and the constructionof possible
alternativetheories, makes, and makes available,new exact forms. This process may
be described as one of changing the theoreticalmeaningof the term.
Then the continuingprocess of theoreticalexplanationis one of mutual adjustment
between a concept and the exact forms occurringin theories purportingto be about
it, so that as far as possible, all and only members of the concept's law cluster are
derivablein the theory. The adjustmenttakes place partly by the constructionof new
theories subject to the constraints of the law cluster, and partly by allowing the
theory to reconstruct, e.g. by predicting new laws, the inexact concept, the pretheoretical use, the empiricalmeaning of the term.
One may rightly lay a conventionalistemphasis on the reconstructionof inexact
concepts by theories, so that any statement, however analytic to start with, may
eventually become synthetic and then be rejected altogether, without any sharp
disruption of our conceptual scheme. But one must also rememberthat, at any one
time, any group has a pre-theoreticalusage limiting the varietyof exact forms that can
claim to be exact forms of that concept.Hence, at any one time, the possible alternative
theories about a concept are limited by the term's empiricalmeaning, and so therefore
are the possible modificationsavailableto save a given theory.
It is entirely consistent with this to admit that, over a period of time, the pretheoretical usage may be so reconstructedthat many new theoretical options will
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become open (and many present options closed). The point is that such new options
are not open now, if the term is to retain sufficient continuity of meaning to render
discourse with it intelligible, and disputes between rival theories decidable.
Having made this general point, we may now examine more closely the processes
of adjustmentand matching of exact forms to inexact concepts. From this point of
view, it is as grave a defect in a theory to fail to explain experience as to be refuted
by it. In the tributaryexample, supposeL1 to be taken as the definition and L2 to be
a law derivablein the theory. Then there are two sorts of neutral candidate:
1. River branches which satisfy Sl(x) but not S2(x). These are positive instances

of the exact form, i.e. they are tributaries for the theory, since they satisfy the
definition. But the law, L2, derived in the theory, is not true of them. Hence, they
refute the theory.
2. River brancheswhich satisfy S2(x) but not S&(x).These are negative instances
of the exact form, i.e. they are not tributariesfor the theory, and hence they do not
refute it. But equally, they are unexplained by it: the theory does not explain why
it is that these river brancheshave the smaller volume flow, since it does not apply
to them at all.
Suppose now that there are only found to be neutral candidatesof the first sort.2
Then for a theory of tributariesto remain unrefuted, it must take L2 as defining the
concept in order to exclude these neutralcandidatesas negativeinstances of the exact
form of the concept. But if a sizeable proportionof river branches consists of these
neutral candidates, which are thus left unexplained, the theory will be held to be
inadequate.It would be objected that, in changing from the exact form defined by
L1to that defined by L2, the theory had been preservedfrom refutationat too great
a cost in scope of application.The extensionof the exactform of the concept 'tributary'
would have been shrunk to the extent of making the theory seem trivially true.
Now, what is clearly requiredto meet the criterionof adequacywhich is here seen
to be invoked, is the discovery of some feature which can, in a reconstructedtheory,
explain why it is that so many river branches,althoughthe shorterin length, yet have
the greater volume flow. This might be done in one of two ways. The first would
be the discovery of some further property, Q1, possessed by all neutral candidates
and by no negative instances of the inexact concept, for example, Q1might be the
propertyof having a peculiarlysoft and erodableriver bed. Then we may replacethe
unrefutedbut inadequateassertionthat having the smallervolume flow (propertyP2)
implies being the shorter river branch (propertyP1), i.e. letting x range over river
branches,
(x)(P2x

DPx),

(1)

by the unrefuted and adequate equivalence
(X)(P2x

-

Plx. Q1x).

(2)

This involves replacingL1in the law cluster by the strongerassertionL*: 'A tributary
is that one of two river brancheswhich is the shorter and has a bed of softness > s'
(s is a specified mean value of softness on some agreed scale).
Whether such a theoretical reconstructionof the law cluster is acceptable or not
There is one defect in this example, which is not general; namely, that in this case the two
sorts of neutral candidate go together. If the left hand branch of a river is a neutral candidate
of the first sort, the right hand branch is a neutral candidate of the second sort, and vice versa.
Since the example is merely illustrative, I shall ignore this feature: it can be eliminated, at some
cost to plausibility, by supposing the theory to apply only to left hand river branches.
2
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naturally depends on the relative strength of the theoretical and empirical sources
of analyticity. (The examplehere is unconvincingjust because there is in fact no indispensabletheory of tributariesto force us to revise our pre-theoreticalusage in this
way. But this, of course, is not an objection to the illustrative use of the example.)
The second way in which the criterion of adequacymight be met would be open
if the number of neutralcandidateswere found to vary appropriatelywith the number
of positive instances.It might then be acceptableto replaceL2 in the law cluster with
the weaker statistical statement
L2*: 'A tributary has a chance > r of having the smaller volume flow of two river
branches' (< r < 1)
It is not appropriateto discuss here the general and controversialquestion of the
testing of statisticalhypotheses.I merely note that possession of a value of this chance
> r is being treated here as a physical property,P2*, of a river branch(Hacking,[4],
chapters 1, 2, Mellor, [8], section 2). The truth of the statementS2* ascribingP2* to a
particularriver branch a may be tested by sampling the flow in a at various times
and under varying conditions. If river branchesare independentlyclassified,samples
may also, or alternatively,be taken from suitably similar river branches.Then on the
basis of the results of such tests, there are agreed criteriafor accepting or rejecting
statements like S2*. Assumingthen that the firm acceptanceof L* makes possible an
adequate and unrefuted theory with the consequent equivalence
(x) (P2*X

P1X)

(3)

this provides in itself a strong incentive to carryout the correspondingreconstruction
of the law cluster. Again, whether or not this weakeningof the concept and its theory
(L2 is no longer derivable)is acceptabledepends on other than theoreticalconsiderations. If this were not so, the construction of adequate theories would be trivially
easy. (In this particularcase, further reasons might be given against the reconstruction. A determinist, for example, would not in general admit a statistical statement,
such as L2*, as analytic to a law cluster, i.e. as a suitable candidatefor a theoretical
definition.)
The next thing to note is that both ways of meeting the criterionof adequacyresult
in the assertion of equivalences. This is a consequence of two exact forms of the
adequate and unrefuted theory having the same extension, i.e. the reconstructed
inexact concept has in fact no neutral candidates. Thus an adequate and unrefuted
theory solves the originalproblem of theoreticalexplanation.The solution, of course,
is not necessarilypermanent,since future experiencemay always disclose a sufficient
number of neutral candidates to compel further theoretical reconstruction. But
meanwhile the disappearanceof the scientific problem will be markedby the group's
turning the established correlationinto a presuppositionof its usage. Thus on the
statistical theory, some statement to the effect that a tributary is the shorter and
probably-the-smallerin volume flow of two river branches would become a single
analytic statement, and it would be the correlation of this with some other such
statement that would pose any new problem of theoreticalexplanation(cf. section 4,
p. 352).
The above discussion may now be related to the principle of connectivity
(Schlesinger, [13] chapter 3; Mellor, [8] section 3). It is convenient to consider this
in the version assertedby Campbell([2], chapter3.), to the effect that any law, when
stated fully, must be expressible in symmetricalform, as an equivalencerather than
an implication. This, of course, is quite compatible with recognising that what are
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normally used and tested are derived statements of implication (for example, the
incomplete asymmetricallaw statement (1), above, which follows from the complete
symmetricallaw statement (2)). Hence laws are usually representedas being of this
asymmetricalform.
Now consider the application of Campbell's assertion to the properties of some
physical system. It follows that the set of physical (i.e. scientifically explainable)
properties of the system must be divisible into two sub-sets such that possession
of all the members of either entails possession of all the members of the other. The
necessary and sufficient condition for this is clearly that laid down by the principle
of connectivity in Schlesinger's version, namely that two such systems never differ
in just one property ([13], p. 73).
It will readily be seen in the tributary example that the process of satisfying the
principle of connectivity is just that of devising an unrefuted and adequate theory.
For a system (i.e. river branch)may be characterisedas a tributary,on the theory of
which (2) is a consequence,either by possessionof both membersof the set of properties {P1 , Q1}or by possessionof the propertyP2. Possessionof either is taken to entail
and explainpossessionof the other.Which is used to definethe exactform of 'tributary'
depends on which is antecedently taken to be the more analytic, and this in turn
determineswhich of the two derivableimplications.
(x)(P2xD *PIx *QIX),

(2a)

(x)(PIx *QIx *D P2x),

(2b)

or

will normally be invoked as a law statement in tests of the theory. Similarly, on the
weakerstatisticaltheory of which (3) is a consequence,with the propertiesPI and P2*.
It must be emphasisedthat the principle of connectivitycannot plausibly be taken
to claim that all scientific laws and theories presently have a complete, symmetrical
form, merely that an unrefuted scientific structurewill be inadequateuntil they do.
The progressof science in any field consistsin devisingtheoriesof increasingadequacy,
so that the scientific description of the systems to which they apply is more nearly
complete.
A further illustration of these points is provided by Lakatos' discussion of the
history of Euler's theorem, [6]. In this example, the inexact concept is 'polyhedron',
and the problem is to prove Euler's theorem, which asserts that
V-E+F

2,

where V is the number of vertices, E the numberof edges, andF the numberof faces,
of the polyhedron. In the present terminology, the theorem, which Lakatos calls
the mainconjecture (so as not to beg the question of the validity of the proof), is taken
to be an analytic statement about polyhedra.Then the problem is to find a defining
set of other analytic statements about polyhedra such that Euler's theorem can be
derived from them in the theory. These other analytic statements are the lemmas
of suggested proofs. (For instance, one proof involves the lemma that, after having
one face removed, any polyhedroncan be stretched flat by a distortionthat does not
affect V, E or F.). Then the set of lemmas involved in any one proof define one exact
form of the concept 'polyhedron'.
It follows that a neutral candidate of the first sort, which refutes the theory (i.e.
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the proposed proof of the main conjecture), is a figure of which all the lemmas are
true but of which the main conjectureis false. This Lakatos calls a global (but not
local) counterexample.The second sort of neutral candidate, which does not refute
the theory, but rather demonstratesits inadequacy, is a figure of which the main
conjectureis true but one or more of the lemmas false. This is a local (but not global)
counterexample. The existence of such figures reflects inadequacy in the theory
because they are figures of which the theorem is true but to which the proof does not
apply, since they are negative instances of that particularexact form of 'polyhedron'.
Thus their Euleriannessis left unexplainedby the proof.
Lakatos' historical discussion then illustrates admirably the way in which the
exactform of the concept'polyhedron'as embodiedin the variousproofs,is continually
changed in the face of new counter-examples,to try and fit the inexact concept as
closely as possible. Success in the enterprisewould result, of course, in an unrefuted
and adequate theory in which the proof applied to all and only Eulerian figures.
This would yield in turn a statement of equivalence, in that satisfying the lemmas
of the proof not merely guaranteed,but was guaranteedby, the Euleriannessof the
figure. Consequently,any Eulerian figure would differ from any non-Eulerianfigure
in at least two properties (the latter would also fail to satisfy one of the lemmas),
thus fulfillingthe principleof connectivity.
One of the major points brought out in this example is that deductivist accounts
of theoretical explanationhave laid too little stress on the criterion of adequacy.It
has not been sufficientlyrealisedthat the discoveryof inadequacymay lead as urgently
to a theoretical reconstructionas would the occurrence of a direct refutation. No
doubt, one puts up with an inadequate theory if nothing better is available, but
equally one may have to put up with a refutedtheory-and the one may be done with
as much (or little) equanimityas the other. Furthermore,if it takes a certain number
or proportion of unexplained neutral candidates to establish the inadequacy of a
theory, it similarly takes a certain number or proportion of counter-examplesto
establish its refutation.In neither case will a scientist in fact allow a single instance
or insignificantproportionof discrepantresults to disturb a well founded theoretical
structure.
One final point of interest in the polyhedron example may be paralleled in the
theory of tributaries. Lakatos admits not only the two sorts of neutral candidate so
far invoked,but also counterexamplesthat areboth local and global. These arefigures,
pre-theoreticallyrecognisedto be polyhedra,but of which neither the lemma of the
proof nor the main conjecture is true. This clearly illustrates the incompleteness
of the formulation of possible definitions and correspondingexact forms. Further
experience may compel the acceptanceas analytic of statements not in the concept's
present lawclusterat all, and not derivablefrom any present theory.
This generalpoint is readily illustratedin the case of the concept 'tributary'by the
problems of applying the term to rivers where three or more branches meet at a
point, or where one branchforks off into anotherriverjust above the point at which
one fork joins the other branch. In these situations, to which one clearly wants to
apply the term 'tributary', the correlationspresupposed by the normally accepted
single analytic statements about tributaries(see section 4, p. 12) do not hold. Consequently a reconstructionof the conceptual scheme is called for, breakingup these
statements, and elaboratingthe definitions, lemmas and specificationsof exact forms
of the theory of tributariesin a way exactly analogous to that outlined by Lakatos
for the theory of polyhedra.
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7. Conclusion.

The upshot of the above discussion seems to me to be that the
deductivist account of scientific explanationis basically correct. To resolvea problem
of explainingan inexactconceptof experienceis toprovidea theoreticalstructureembodying
an exactform of the concept,in whichall and only acceptedgeneralstatementsaboutthe
conceptare derivable.This is the main point, which it is importantto reconcile with
legitimate pragmatistand conventionalistemphases. It is compatiblewith admitting
that experience must be of sufficient pragmaticimportanceto be worth explaining
at all. It is compatible with admitting that a theory may strongly influence which
statements are accepted and hence need explaining.It is compatiblewith recognising
that statements at any level in science may come to need explaining, and that there
may be no body of immutably and purely observational(or theoretical) statements.
A deductivist account of successful explanationis compatible with recognising that
the failure of a proposed explanationposes problems of choice and decision in constructing a new theory. It seems to me that, in the face of current attacks, the deductivist must establish these compatibilitiesby supplementinghis logic with some
such account as is here attempted of how the endless process of devising deductive
explanationsof experience is carried on.
In a sequel I proposeto considerthe special case of quantities,measurableconcepts
that are exact but imprecise, and to discuss more fully their role in deductive explanation, relatingthe conclusionsof this paper to those of [7].
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